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Diary Of Herobrine: Origins (an Unofficial Minecraft Book) (The Herobrine Story Book 1)
Now you can read Herobrine's entire, mind-blowing, three-volume diary in one complete edition! This book contains the full text of the Diary of Herobrine: Origins, Prophecy and Apotheosis. The individual books in this volume have more than 100 5-star reviews on Good Reads! Save 50% off single-copy pricing! WARNING: This diary is not for the faint of heart. Read it at your own risk!
Whether or not you believe in ghosts, you'll be spellbound by these nine supposedly true tales from the spirit world. Captivating creatures include the Horror of Berkeley Square, a demon that literally scares people to death, and White House specters of former presidents and first ladies. Suitable for readers of all ages. Narrated by Anthony Call (Star Trek, The Twilight Zone).
Two boys wreck their boat on a creepy island and it seems to hold mysteries.
Instructed by her time-traveling mother to steal a German spy's briefcase containing secrets and pass the information along to British Intelligence, Mira navigates her way through World War I London, where she meets famous suffragists and writers, including Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
Bombs Over London
Diary of Herobrine's Child [An Unofficial Minecraft Book]
Diary of a Minecraft Bat
Confronting the Dragon
Scared in School

When the Regal Conch is stolen, the Riders must find it before it's lost forever. Quinn soon discovers the thief is her evil twin sister Maram. Will the Riders be able to find Maram before she gives the conch to Lord Valerian?
Why is he so odd? Hmmm? Maybe it's because he looks weird? Or creeps up on you... Enderman feels alone in his dark, cold world. He has heard stories of other enderman traveling to colorful worlds. They come back to share their stories of how the other world is beautiful.
The endermen would come back home with blocks they have stolen from that world. Enderman starts to write in his journal speaking of how he is curious to see this colorful world with his own eyes. When he finally gains the courage to explore this new world, he decides to
visit at night time. He knows he looks intimidating and also realizes that if another being looks into his eyes, he will automatically go into attack mode. He doesn't want to be this way. Take a journey into the unknown with this odd enderman, as he finds himself in many
situations, good and bad! Disclaimer: This is not an official Minecraft book and is not authorized or owned by Mojang
Mouse is small for his age and tired of being teased about it. Then one night he discovers, much to his surprise and delight that he fits perfectly (well, almost perfectly) into the Undergarden, a subterranean world beneath his backyard. Mouse befriends the Undergardeners
and helps them keep their existence safe from the dangerous world uptop. All that, and he never has to change out of his pajamas!
Gameknight999’s best friend in Minecraft is dying, and only the User-that-is-not-a-user can save him! Herobrine, the artificially intelligent virus intent on escaping Minecraft and infecting the Internet with his evil, was captured after an epic showdown on the shores of
Minecraft. Gameknight999, having trapped the virus in an unlikely prison, saved the lives of his friends in the game and was finally able to return to the physical world. Everyone thought the Last Battle was over and Minecraft was safe . . . but they were wrong. The
powerful evil held within Herobrine’s prison is leaking out into the fabric of Minecraft and attacking Crafter, the most sensitive NPC on the server and Gameknight999’s best friend. With Crafter’s life in jeopardy, Gameknight999 and his father, a Minecraft noob, have no
choice but to return to the game again. As they journey to The End to destroy Herobrine, Gameknight and his friends will face two of Herobrine’s most hated creations: the zombie-king, Xa-Tul, and the king of the endermen, Feyd. With Crafter’s life hanging by a thread,
Gameknight999 must find a way to thwart Herobrine’s plans before the virus’s poison kills his best friend. Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for young readers—picture books for small children,
chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. While
not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Bacca and the Riddle of the Diamond Dragon
The Undergardeners
Destruction of the Overworld
An Unofficial Minecraft Adventure with Puzzles
Camp Alien
Robbie Packford - Alien Monster
Book 31 in the ongoing Diary of a Surfer Villager unofficial Minecraft-inspired fanfiction series. This book is also the first book of Season Three.
An evil army threatens to destroy all of Minecraft in the third Gameknight999 adventure! The ghast king Malacoda and the terrible enderman Erebus have led their monster army to the server that houses the Source, with plans to destroy Minecraft and all the digital lives on its servers before
escaping once and for all into the real world. Only Gameknight999, the User-that-is-not-a-user, and his small army of NPCs can stop them. But the monster horde is growing bigger by the day, as if they are being helped by an unknown someone . . . or something. A secret lurks in the shadows as
Gameknight and his friends race across the server, a secret with evil glowing white eyes. To defeat the monsters of the night, Gameknight will first need to find out how monsters are being created so quickly. His quest will eventually take his army into a different dimension altogether, where
an island floats ominously in the Void and a deadly creature flaps its gigantic wings . . . Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for young readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books for middle grade
readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. In particular, this adventure series is created especially for
readers who love the fight of good vs. evil, magical academies like Hogwarts in the Harry Potter saga, and games like Minecraft, Terraria, and Pokemon GO. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that
are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Fifteen-year-old Sam solves a mystery while treasure-hunting on the Australian coast.
As the townsfolk sleep, something creeps into the neighborhood. Hidden in the shadows, its presence is as old as time itself, its intent not born of goodness. Nick, a teenager who fancies himself a detective, wakes to find his carved masterpiece missing. Now a mystery is afoot and Nick has his
first assignment, to find out who or what is snatching up the town's pumpkins and why. Unfortunately, as with all great detectives, obstacles stand in Nick's way—the neighborhood bully and his cronies and the strange old lady and her dog who share the run-down house at the end of Nick's block.
As Nick investigates, an urban legend unravels . . . the legend of the Pumpkin Thief. Nick fears the legend as he embarks on the most dangerous adventure of his young life. Collecting clues, getting ever closer to the true nature of evil, he learns that curiosity comes with a high price.
Origins (an Unofficial Minecraft Book)
Diary of an 8-Bit Warrior (Book 1 8-Bit Warrior series)
Legends & Heroes Issue 1
Ravens Pass: Lost Island
Diary of a Minecraft Blacksmith - The Blacksmith and The Apprentice
An Official Minecraft Novel

Twin siblings journey through the City of Ashes and visit the Jade Rabbit to save their grandpa in this Chinese folklore-inspired fantasy adventure. Since their parents' strange disappearance several years ago, 12-year-old twins Mei and Yun have been raised by their grandfather, who makes the best mooncakes around using a secret ingredient. On the day of the MidAutumn Harvest Festival, the emperor sends his son to sample Grandpa's renowned mooncakes--but instead of tasting wonderful, they are horrible and bitter, strangely mirroring the odd, gloomy atmosphere and attitudes that have been washing over the village in the last few days. Grandpa is arrested for insulting and harming the prince, and Mei and Yun realize they are
the only two people who will come to Grandpa's aid. The twins set out on foot for the long journey to the emperor's palace where Grandpa's being taken, but a surprising stop in the eerie City of Ashes, a visit with the legendary, mystical Jade Rabbit, and an encounter with a powerful poet whose enchanted words spread curses, influence just how Mei and Yun will manage to
clear their grandfather's name.
How does a kid growing up in the village of Zombie Bane become a surfer?I mean, seriously people, how can he surf in the waveless oceans of the Overworld? This is crazy!Read the diary of 12-year-old villager Jimmy Slade to find out.
JeromeASF, the YouTube sensation, debuts his Bacca character on the printed page with this action-packed Minecraft adventure for all ages.Bacca has it all. The most celebrated (and furry) star in the Overworld, he’s the person others look to for help building their dungeons, mazes, and castles. He has a girlfriend, LadyBacc, and his most prized possession of all?a
diamond axe called Betty.One day, Bacca is approached by a mysterious dragon . . . made entirely of diamonds! The dragon is from a new biome?a secret land few have ever seen?where a special object has been stolen. A seemingly impossible set of riddles and challenges stands in the way of getting it back, but if Bacca can help, the dragon promises he’ll receive a new
weapon even better than Betty. Is he willing to risk everything and push his crafting skills to their very limits?As his millions of YouTube fans already know . . . of course he is! He’s Bacca!Perfect for Minecraft fans of all ages, Bacca and the Riddle of the Diamond Dragon showcases the YouTube Minecraft star that fans around the world have come to love: funny, creative,
and just a little bit crazy!Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for young readers?picture books for small children, chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books
that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. In particular, this adventure series is created especially for readers who love the fight of good vs. evil, magical academies like Hogwarts in the Harry Potter saga, and games like Minecraft, Terraria, and Pokemon GO. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or
a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Learn the truth about Herobrine's origins from his own diary. This amazing diary was recently discovered in a cave deep within a valley of the Overworld. Now, you can learn how Herobrine came to be and, more importantly, why he came to be. WARNING: This diary is not for the faint of heart. Do NOT read this book late at night... All illustrations in the diary (except those in
the introduction) were drawn by Herobrine himself!
The Glitch Guardians -- Origins
Diary of Herobrine
(An Unofficial Minecraft Autobiography)
Diary of an Odd Enderman Book 1: A New Journey: An Unofficial Minecraft Book
(an Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen)
The Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Books 10 to 12
In Volume Three of The Summer of Magic Quartet, Adam's turn to lead the adventure has arrived. The Wise One, Myrddin, needs Adam to retrieve his staff from the Crystal Cave deep inside Glastonbury Tor. The quest grows more dangerous, however, and fear rises. Equus and Ava are far away, the Lady will
not wake, and Myrddin is in human guise, unable to use magic without alerting the Dark Being. The four children are on their own. And as the Dark Being approaches, the children discover that danger can find them even in their dreams.
THESE ARE THE REAL BOOKS BY CUBE KID! DIARY OF AN 8-BIT WARRIOR WAS ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED AS WIMPY VILLAGER KINDLES 1-4. The first volume of this best-selling unofficial Minecraft adventure series begins with Runt, our 12-year-old hero, about to choose his future vocation at the Minecraftia
school. His options are less than thrilling: farmer, crafter, miner. But what this noob really wants is to be a warrior like his hero, Steve. So when he learns that the five best students in school that year will get the chance to start warrior training, it’s ON.
This is Book 1 in the Tales of the Glitch Guardians series.
Learn the tragic origins of the wicked Arch-Illager in this official Minecraft novel, a prequel to Minecraft Dungeons! Brave heroes have banded together to take a perilous journey through the war-torn Overworld to defeat the Arch-Illager and his formidable army. But how did that army come to be? And just
where did the Arch-Illager come from? The terrible truth behind the Arch-Illager is that he never asked for ultimate power. Known as Archie, this little Illager is bullied by his fellow Illagers and mistrusted by fearful Villagers. Archie only ever wanted a place to call home, but he finds himself shunned by all. As
he wanders through deep forests and up craggy mountains, he stumbles upon a dark cavern—with a sinister secret waiting inside. Archie discovers an object that whispers to him promises of power: the Orb of Dominance. With it, Archie realizes he can wield incredible magic and reshape a world that turned its
back on him. All he needs to do is exactly what it tells him . . . After all, it’s called the Orb of Dominance for a reason, right? But is it named for the way Archie uses it—or is it using him?
Ghosts
Heart of the Hill
The Secret of Lost Luck
Phyllis Wong and the Return of the Conjuror
Herobrine Reborn Book Two: A Gameknight999 Adventure: An Unofficial Minecrafter?s Adventure
Star Girl
Read the Amazing Story of Herobrine's Child!Hiroko is a young girl who was adopted by a village couple when she was a baby and has been living peacefully with them and their son Tom. She is unaware of her origins, but she is the daughter of Herobrine and his wife, who left her there to avoid capture by Steve, who is Herobrine's sworn enemy. Then on her 12th birthday her
powers awaken and her eyes start to glow white. After finding out about her real parents from her current family, she decides to find them but Steve, who feels threatened by Hiroko's powers, is also trying to find Hiroko. Will she be able to find her real parents before Steve captures her? Find out in the Diary of Herobrine's Child!
When Patrick moves to a new town, he is confronted by a ghostly boy who seeks his help.
Another thrilling unofficial Overworld adventure by Minecraft fan Jim Anotsu! The Minecraft universe is being destroyed. Herobrine is getting closer to achieving his aim: total chaos across the Overworld and beyond. Meanwhile, there are rumours about a terrifying dragon capable of destroying the digital world - and perhaps even the real world too . . . Can a pair of young
Minecraft fans save us all from Herobrine? Or will the nastiest creature from the Nether succeed in destroying the whole Minecraft world - and our own? Disclaimer: This book is not authorized, sponsored, endorsed or licensed by Mojang AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other person or entity owning or controlling any rights to the Minecraft name, trademarks or copyrights.
Minecraft is a registered trademark of Mojang Synergies AB.
Claim Herobrine's mysterious powers and prove your Minecraft mastery by answering trivia, solving puzzles, and deciphering secret codes in this brand new activity book. Even Minecraft villains have to retire sometime. The evil Herobrine is on the lookout for a successor, and this middle-grade activity book is his sinister interview process. Once you open its pages, you will
become magically bound to Herobrine, leaving you only two options: demonstrate your Minecraft knowledge and problem-solving abilities . . . or suffer the fate of Herobrine's previous candidates. Herobrine's Legacy is packed with Minecraft-related quizzes, crosswords, sudoku, spot-the-difference challenges, and more, divided into three sections of increasing difficulty. If
you manage to complete them all, you'll have the key to decipher Herobrine's encrypted message at the end of the book and complete the story.
An Unofficial Minecraft Book
Otis, Diary of a Baby Zombie Pigman
The Mystery of Herobrine: Book Two: A Gameknight999 Adventure: An Unofficial Minecrafter's Adventure
Diary of a Surfer Villager, Book 26
An Unofficial Minecrafter's Adventure
(an Unofficial Minecraft Book, Complete Edition, Books 1-3)

Phyllis Wong, a clever and resourceful young magician and amateur sleuth, finds herself embroiled in a mystery nearly as old as time when she discovers one of her great-grandfather's conjuring secrets! Someone has sold a number of incredibly valuable first editions of Shakespeare's collected plays at the antique auction house The
House of Wendlebury and Chief Inspector Inglis suspects foul play. These rare First Folios are in mint condition, but are not forgeries. Where on earth could they have come from? Has a crime been committed? Luckily, Phyllis Wong is on the case. Having recently discovered the secret of Transiting, she travels back to
Shakespeare's day to find out who is responsible. But when a famously lost Shakespearean play is scheduled to be auctioned back in the 21st Century, Phyllis suspects villainy. How can she convince Chief Inspector Inglis what's going on? Surely this is something that has to be seen to be believed? Phyllis Wong, that keen young
magician with a talent for sleuthing and getting to the bottom of the strangest mysteries, is back!
Love the world of Minecraft? Love epic and funny Minecraft fanfiction? Then you will love VOLUME II of the complete unofficial Minecraft diary of the most famous chicken jockey in the history of the Overworld: Baby Zeke Praise for VOLUME I of the Complete Baby Zeke: "If you're the parent of a young Minecraft fan, get them
reading with books like this." -- Cube Kid, author of the Diary of an 8-Bit Warrior series.
Diary of HerobrineOrigins (an Unofficial Minecraft Book)
Jasper is a Minecraft bat who craves adventure. Most of Jasper's friends are wimpy bats who just want to eat insects and play games. Luckily, Jasper is best friends with Arnold, another brave and adventurous bat, and his exploration companion. In this diary, Jasper tells of his adventures with Arnold, how they discovered something
thought to have gone extinct, and how they faced the "fearsome creature" of the Nether.
(an Unofficial Minecraft Book)
The Zombie Diaries, Books 1 To 8
School Spirits
The Case of the Baker Street Irregular
Book Three in the Gameknight999 Series: An Unofficial Minecrafter's Adventure
Herobrine Reborn Book One: A Gameknight999 Adventure: An Unofficial Minecrafter?s Adventure
The Ender Dragon, infected by the Herobrine virus, has escaped into the Overworld! Gameknight999 and his father, Monkeypants271, traveled all the way to The End and banished the evil virus Herobrine to the only place they knew nothing could survive: the Void. They thought they had finally destroyed the enemy . . . But through the Void, Herobrine’s viral lines of code were able to spread all throughout The End, infecting the horrible Ender Dragon. After gaining the teleportation
powers of the endermen, the dragon escaped out into the Overworld! Terrorizing Minecraft, the dragon’s evil presence is now transforming the lush and beautiful land into the dark and desolate world of The End. It will be up to Gameknight999, his dad, and their NPC friends to defeat the dragon without releasing Herobrine, while at the same time battling a massive army led by Feyd, the king of the endermen, and Xa-Tul, the zombie king. With everything on the line, Gameknight must use
every bit of skill and bravery to save the entire Overworld from destruction. Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for young readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment,
and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
A collection of contemporary scary stories set in school, including "Creature Teacher, " "Extinguished Educators, " and "Student Bodies."
Book 26 in the ongoing Diary of a Surfer Villager unofficial Minecraft-inspired fanfiction series. This book is also the sixth book of Season Two!
GENRE: Children's Adventure (An Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen) Book 1: Tom's Guide Bill washed ashore to an unknown island completely devoid of any form of humans or civilization. At first he was worried at the sheer emptiness of the place, how was one to survive in the wild? As a modern man, Bill is worried of his survival and safety. It's quickly changed when he stumbles upon an odd book. Placed on a pedestal, it's certainly hoping for attention. Bill
takes the book and finds out that a person named Tom had written the book. What's even more surprising is that the book contained numerous entries about surviving in this unknown island. Bill is unsure if he should trust the book but gives it a try. As the only one on the island, Bill strives to survive and overcome the odds that a life in the wilds has for him. With monsters lurking about in the dark, an inexperienced man with so little knowledge can only get so far. Slowly but surely, Bill tries to
make his mark on the island and builds a home for himself in the island. Armed only with the knowledge written by Tom and the mystery of the island, can Bill survive long enough to get out of the island? Will he be able to fend off the beasts that make their way into his makeshift home at night or will he succumb to the treacherous nature of the unknown island? Only Tom's guide can help him on his journey, or will it be his fall? Book 2: The Mysterious Island Bill has just begun to get used
to the life alone in the island. While it's not the most ideal way of life for him, a man must learn to survive on his own. Tom's journal has become his greatest companion through the days, as a wellspring of knowledge and guide that make his life in the island easier than one can imagine. Home is still a place that Bill wants to go back to and he still dreams of his life before the island. One day, he stumbles upon some visiting natives, a pair of tribal individuals who were visiting to gather
some goods from the island. Bill asks for their aid to get back home but alas, it's due to the island's power that Bill can't go home just yet. In order to break the series of misfortune, Bill must find Tom in order to give the journal back; and only then can Bill truly get home. However, the big question is, where is Tom? With so many secrets sprawling about in the island and the promise of home becoming more and more complicated, Bill must rise to the occasion to prove that he can get through
the obstacles presented to him. Book 3: The Journey Ends Bill has made his way through the Nether. Guided only by the hearsay of the villagers along with his gut feeling, Bill must wade through numerous undead and walk through the thin paths of land between lava. No matter how many times, Bill wakes up to the Nether, it will never grow on him. Despite that, his drive to get home gives him the willpower to press onwards. With skeletons and endermen and fortresses to explore, there are
surely a lot of things on Bill's plate. Armed with the weapons he's crafted along with the guidance of what he's learned from the past few days, Bill tries his best to outwit all the dangers of the Nether. Had he prepared enough for this journey? Will he be able to find Tom in due time? And if he does manage to find the writer of the journal, can they escape the treacherous nature of the beasts of Nether? This unofficial Minecraft book is not authorized, endorsed or sponsored by Microsoft
Corp., Mojang AB, Notch Development AB or any other person or entity owning or controlling the rights of the Minecraft name, trademark or copyrights. All characters, names, places and other aspects of the game described herein are trademarked and owned by their respective owners. Minecraft(R)/ /TM & (c)2009-2016 Mojang/Notch.
Quinn's Truth
Diary of a Surfer Villager, Book 31
An Unofficial Minecraft Adventure
The Jungle Temple Oracle
Diary of a Surfer Villager
The Dreamweavers
GENRE: Children's Adventure An Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Age 9-12 Romero isn't like other zombies. For one, he's a vegetarian preferring mushroom soup to human brains. His favorite pastime include scaring away people who come near his land and making bad jokes. And he's the smartest and craftiest zombie in Overworld.Follow his adventures and misadventures through Minecraftia
in one single book BOOK 1: OUT OF MY TERRITORY BOOK 2: TO THE CITY OF OVERWATCH BOOK 3: TERROR UNLEASHED BOOK 4: HEROBRINE'S GAUNTLET BOOK 5: THE CULT OF HEROBRINE BOOK 6: INTO THE NETHER PORTAL BOOK 7: THE LOST COMRADES BOOK 8: HEROBRINE'S RETURN Read his exploits and discover how he saved the zombie race from peril, destroyed griefers,
made extraordinary friendship with a human, Captain Rick, rescued Minecraftia from the evil Herobrine and many more great stories.Author's Note: These short stories are for your reading pleasure. The characters in this "Minecraft Adventure Series" such as Steve, Endermen or Herobrine...etc are based on the Minecraft Game coming from Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2013 Mojang / Notch
An ancient jungle temple holds the secrets to stopping the evil Herobrine! Gameknight999’s true enemy has finally surfaced: Herobrine, an artificially intelligent virus that wants to escape Minecraft and destroy mankind with their own creation—the Internet. If he is able to escape the game and get online, Herobrine will infect millions of computer systems and turn machines and weapons on their
masters, threatening all of humanity. After facing Herobrine in battle and nearly dying, Gameknight realizes he’s going to need much more help to defeat this seemingly invincible enemy. His NPC friends tell him of the ancient Oracle residing in the oldest jungle temple in Minecraft who knows the secret to defeating this terrible threat. The path to the temple is fraught with danger, with zombies,
spiders, and creepers lying in wait behind every tree and bush. Gameknight will enlist the help of his friends on his quest, but will they reach the Oracle in time to stop Herobrine? Gameknight999 will be tested to his limits, and perhaps beyond, in this spine-tingling new adventure. Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books
for young readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love stories told with LEGO bricks, books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. We also publish books for fans of Minecraft and Pokemon GO, including books full of useful
hacks, tips, and tricks, as well as Minecraft adventure stories for readers who love the fight of good vs. evil, and magical academies similar to Hogwarts in the Harry Potter saga. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.
"This Dover edition, first published in 2015, is an unabridged republication of the work originally published by Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York, in 1957"--Title page verso.
The prime directive has been changed and four billion robots with atomic blasters are poised to take over the universe. Only Robbie Packford, Earth boy and grade six math nerd, can stop them. But when Robbie drinks the secret formula that is supposed to make him invincible, he turns into a mythical creature from the planet Kerbosky with a disturbing craving for raw meat. Will Robbie reach the
nerve center in time to save planet Earth from destruction? And what do four billion not nice robots have to do with the chances of the Vancouver Canucks winning the Stanley Cup anyway?
Herobrine's Legacy
Minecraft Dungeons: The Rise of the Arch-Illager
Saving Crafter
Trapped Trilogy an Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 Preteen
The Complete Baby Zeke
The Legend of the Pumpkin Thief
A mysterious, broken-nosed cabby, a beautiful actress, and a villainous art heist have one thing in common—but the only one man who knows what it is has methods that are a little, shall we say . . . irregular Late Victorian London: home to gas streetlights, bands of ragged urchins, and now, young Andrew Craigie, who recently arrived from a tiny Cornwall village with his stern
guardian, Mr. Dennison. At first the city feels dark and unwelcoming, but just around the corner is bustling Baker Street, where Andrew meets his first friend, Sara. Before long, London becomes downright interesting. But things get a little too exciting one night when Mr. Dennison doesn’t come home, and suddenly Andrew is on his own. Whom can he turn to in a strange city?
Frantic, he goes to the tall, pipe-smoking, hat-wearing man at 221B, a man who Sara says is a famous detective—a man named Mr. Holmes.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting to engage reluctant readers! Zack knows he's not a normal kid. He's really an alien agent-in-training, brought to Earth to help guide the planet into the Galactic Union. Aliens follow him to a ritzy summer camp, where he's hooked up with Vraj, a huge, dinosaur-like creature on her first-ever
assignment. Their mission: To get back a bunch of alien Duthwi eggs that, if hatched, can harm Earth. Their problem: Lots of eggs, too little time, and those bad guys are still after them. So what's a young alien to do?
Ever wonder what life is like in Minecraft? Read Legends and Heroes to find out! (Although this book is free, Google requires a credit card on your account before you can download. If you prefer, you can download the ebook in PDF format from StoneMarshall.com/LH0001-pdf-google without a Google account) Created by Stone Marshall, the author of the popular Flynn’s Log
series. The Stone Marshall Studio is developing a new series: Legends & Heroes A hybrid of comic-book style illustrations and short stories. Each issue is fun, challenging, and engaging. These interrelated stories follow a series of characters on a journey through life in Minecraft. Relatable characters, thrilling action, and colorful illustrations will suck in readers and leave them
excited to read the next adventure! Secrets await! Solve the puzzle, uncover secrets! The Blacksmith and The Apprentice: Issue 1 The ancient art of blacksmithing is a thing of beauty. A lot of hard work goes into the process. It’s very complicated, really. Stoking the flames to many small, contained fires—making lumps of metal into differently shaped items of metal—hitting said
lumps of metal with hammers to turn them into different weapons. You can shape metals into whatever item you want. Okay, it might not be a very interesting job, but apprenticing with the best blacksmith in the kingdom is a huge opportunity. Blacksmiths make the tools everyone needs to get about in their day-to-day lives. It’s a very prestigious and impressive position,
although this honor is lost when the position is held by Dane, a youthful boy who dreams of greater adventure! Luckily, Dane has a skilled master to reign in his daydreaming. Viegar has quite an interesting past. From his years on the Royal Guard to his close relationship with the previous king, he’s quite a friend to have on your side. There is one other apprentice, Snip, who is
much more passionate about his duties than Dane. Between the three of them, they churn out powerful weapons and protective armor, usually with no thanks to Dane. Of course, no cast of characters would be complete without the big man in charge—in this case, a king. By almost anyone’s account, he’s a good and fair ruler, but there is no one in power without enemies.
Though Viegar and his workers only want to help their wonderful king, there are still plenty who wish to do him harm. But Dane can only imagine such things. It’s not as if he’d ever be in the position to really make any sort of difference or be in any place of power. Right? And though his apprenticeship is mundane and boring, the young man gets a few moments of excitement.
Every once in a while, his master Viegar lets him venture out past the village to visit the caravan, where he can trade and buy supplies. It’s the most excitement Dane ever gets in his line of work. Sometimes, he gets to meet interesting people. Sometimes, he hears interesting things. And maybe, just maybe, he sometimes hears of a new opportunity for himself. But who would
want to give up such a life as an esteemed apprentice? But of course, destiny and desire are not always what you expect . . .
Beyond the mist lies a magical secret waiting to be discovered . . . From Epic! Originals, Unicorn Island is a middle-grade illustrated novel series about a young girl who discovers a mysterious island full of mythical beasts and darker dangers! When Sam arrives in Foggy Harbor, population 3,230, all she can see is a small, boring town that's way too far from home. And knowing
that she's stuck there all summer with her grumpy Uncle Mitch only makes things worse. But when Sam discovers a hidden trapdoor leading to a room full of strange artifacts, she realizes Foggy Harbor isn't as sleepy as it seems. With the help of a new friend, Sam discovers an extraordinary secret beyond the fog: an island of unicorns whose fates are intertwined with hers.
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